Leadership Development Outcomes Research and
the need for a Time Sensitive Approach
Abstract
Many leadership development studies consider developing leadership as a dynamic
process that takes time. However, few evaluative inquiries examine the effects of time
on leadership development outcomes. As the concept of time has begun to receive the
attention it deserves in leadership research, we present a case for including temporal
dimensions in leadership development outcomes research. We review conceptual
evaluation frameworks and published empirical evaluations in order to highlight the
fact that scholars have paid scant attention to time-related considerations in programme
evaluation. By using a goal-free evaluation of healthcare leadership development
programme as a case example, we illustrate six types of outcomes such as a symbol,
rejuvenation, discovery, change, engagement and transformation and reveal their
different temporal dimensions. Based on the findings, we argue that, for evaluations to
be rigorous and more meaningful to key stakeholders, adopting a time-sensitive
approach may be critical.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to argue for the use of time sensitive evaluation frameworks in
appraising LDPs. Developing leadership (broadly defined to include the development of
human capital and social capital) takes time because it is a dynamic and longitudinal process
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(Day 2011). As organisations continue to spend a considerable amount of resources in
leadership development programmes (LDPs), it is important to know what outcomes result
from these LDPs (King and Nesbit 2015; Edwards and Turnbull 2013). It is also equally
important to know when the programme outcomes emerge and what happens to those outcomes
with the passage of time (Day 2011), because such an understanding could affect how an
evaluation is designed, implemented and used. By knowing the timing of outcomes, evaluators
can then make a more realistic estimation about the scope of change that could be observed in
a time frame and create more-efficient learning and development investment strategies.
However, our knowledge about ‘when’ LDP outcomes occur and the possible effect of time on
programme outcomes is limited, as even in the broader leadership studies ‘time is an
unexplored dimension’ (Shamir 2011 307), and consideration of time in the leadership
literature “has been cursory at best” (Day 2014 864). Therefore, this paper aims to draw
attention to the omission of time-related considerations in current leadership development
evaluation frameworks and programme outcomes research, and it will discuss some of the
implications of this neglect. Evaluation of high potential programmes’ effectiveness across the
globe (Sinar et al. 2018) seems to be paramount, as “there is evident dissatisfaction with the
current state of leadership and … Leadership Development” (Spencer-Oatey, Dauber, Jordans
2020, 295). Our case for the inclusion of temporality, therefore, is of interest to international
HRD scholars.
Considerable HRD evaluation work has been done over the years (see, Russ-Eft and
Preskill 2009; Burke and Saks 2009; Saks and Burke 2012; Edwards and Turnbull 2013; Han
and Boulay 2013; Kraiger 2014; Russ-Eft et al. 2014; Passmore and Velez 2015), and we aim
to contribute to advance this conversation in this paper by developing a case for time-sensitive
LDP evaluation research. We make at least three contributions in this paper. First, we provide
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a critique that most of the LDP evaluation frameworks pay little attention to the temporal
dimensions of programme outcomes. We also suggest that by not explicitly addressing the
effect of time on programme outcomes, many evaluators tend to base their studies on at least
three functionalist assumptions. These are (1) that outcomes emerge only after a LDP has a
specific start date and end-date; (2) that outcomes are a-temporal and static; and (3) that
outcomes can be identified and measured by undertaking an episodic evaluation activity, which
is generally conducted at the end of a given LDP or immediately after the LDP. Second, by
drawing on the literature on time, we reveal that most evaluators tend to treat time as linear
‘clock time’, and this treatment leads to a narrower view of programme outcomes (that
programme outcomes emerge at specific time periods, and they tend to be static and are
experienced equally by all programme participants). Third, we build and advance an argument
that there is an urgent need to conduct evaluations that explicitly adopt a multi-temporal view
of programme outcomes. While analysing the possible reasons for this neglect, we identify the
benefits and potential challenges of including time in LDP evaluations. To further strengthen
our argument, we use an evaluation study, which adopts a goal-free evaluation approach – a
theory-light, user-friendly, under-utilised (particularly in HRD literature) approach - that has
the unique potential to unearth a wide-range of outcomes and reveal their temporal dimensions
more vividly. We conclude this paper by discussing the implications of temporal work for
LDP evaluation theory, practice and policy.

Leadership development outcomes research – the state of play
Industry estimates put leadership development spending as high as 14 Billion USD
annually (Bersin 2019). In a survey of 1500 Chief Learning Officers of global organisations,
94 percent of them said that they either plan to increase or maintain their level of investment
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the same in leadership development (cited in Kruse 2020). These organisations tend to view
formal LDPs as a protective space for introducing new ideas and complex models of leadership
(Yost and Plunkett 2009). They use these programmes to speed up the learning processes, and
to make learning more efficient, interactive and engaging through exploration, instruction,
coaching, practice, feedback and reflection (Gill 2011). They tend to view LDPs as a great way
to create more leaders faster (Howard and Wellins 2008). As recruiting leadership talent
becomes increasingly harder (Chartered Management Institute 2014), these organisations tend
to believe that investing in leadership development will create effective leaders and leadership,
so that organisational results will be automatically produced (Collins et al. 2004).
Notwithstanding the many concerns on the effectiveness of these LDPs (Sinar 2014),
and the lack of programme evaluation in organisations (West et al. 2015; DeRue et al. 2014),
scholars have recognised that LDPs can potentially produce various types of outcomes on
multiple levels, such as on individual, organisational and societal levels (Clarke 2012). Grove,
Kibel and Hass (2007) further clarified, that LDPs that focus on developing social capital, along
with human capital, can produce outcomes not only on multiple levels but also on multiple
occasions, and in multiple rounds. They argued that, although the direct influences of a
programme on its participants (known as, ‘upstream activities’) could be observed relatively
quickly, the effects of what these participants do with the skills and insights they glean from
the programme, as they engage as leaders in a given context (‘downstream results’), may take
a long time. Further, LDPs that are based on certain leadership models, such as sustainable
leadership (e.g. Hallinger and Suriyankietkaew 2018), shared or distributed leadership (e.g.
Bolden 2011) and/or relational leadership (e.g. Cunliffe and Erikson 2011), see leadership
learning occurring all the time, with feedback loops among individuals, their teams,
organisations and communities further reinforcing learning. However, most LDP facilitators
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and programme sponsors, despite having an idea of the types of outcomes expected to emerge
from their programmes, do not specify the timing of those outcomes. Additionally, most LDP
evaluation studies (e.g. Reyes et al. 2019; Scott 2017; Smith 2015; Tomlinson et al. 2013;
McBain et al. 2012; McAlearney 2010; Wilson and Corrall 2008; Dexter and Prince 2007; Ford
and Harding 2007; Carden and Callahan 2007) do not generally indicate what happens to the
reported outcomes, with the passage of time.

Yet, the benefits of incorporating time in

evaluations are many.
One of the main benefits of incorporating time in LDP evaluations is that we are better
able to confidently assert that some outcomes are, indeed, caused by a LDP. Davidson (2005)
cites many such potential scenarios when time-related information can be useful for evaluators.
For example, consider the most widely used taxonomy of outcomes proposed by Kirkpatrick
(1996) that includes Reactions, Learning, Behaviour, and Results, as targets of evaluation. If
an outcome, such as learning, occurs before the LDP then few evaluators would confirm a
causal connection between a LDP and that outcome. Similarly, if behaviour outcomes, such
as improved team morale and increased work motivation among team members, suddenly
occur soon after a team leader completes his/her LDP, then an evaluator may decide whether
the observed outcomes are indeed influenced or caused by the LDP. In other circumstances,
however, if an evaluator observes participants’ performance improvement, for example, to
occur after a LDP but has also coincided with the introduction of a new reward system in the
organisation, then the timing of that outcome may prompt the evaluator to look at what exactly
has caused or contributed to that performance improvement. Similarly, by including a delay
between a programme and its evaluation, or through longitudinal evaluation-designs, we may
also be able to understand how much knowledge was actually retained from the programme,
and what happens to other outcomes of interest over time (e.g. Gentry and Martineau 2010;
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Singer and Willett 2003; Baldwin and Ford 1988), evaluators can make a more accurate
judgement on programme impact and value. If we know when outcomes occur, as Peters,
Baum and Stephens (2011, 105) have observed, then evaluators need not wonder ‘how long’
they should wait to assess outcomes. Thus, time-related information assists evaluators to make
appropriate decisions about when to conduct evaluations, and when to make causal claims, so
that resources for effective evaluation can be deployed efficiently.
Leadership development outcomes research - some reasons for the omission of time
While recognising the importance of including the question of time in leadership and
leadership development studies, scholars (Day 2011; Shamir 2011) have called for
incorporating a temporal dimension in LDP research. Despite their calls to do this, the concept
of time has received insufficient attention in the LDP evaluation literature (Day 2014). This
may be due to four possible reasons. First, there is lack of consensus among leadership
development scholars on what should be developed in both leader development programmes
and leadership development programmes. For example, some argue that LDPs should develop
‘meta-capabilities’, such as big-picture sense making, the ability to deliver change and skills
for inter-organisational representation in individuals (Storey 2011), and few others indicate
that it is an individual’s own self-identity (Day and Harrison 2007) that should be developed
through LDPs.

In addition, some scholars have stated that LDPs should develop an

organisation’s capacity in order to allow for the five different kinds of developments: the
development of individuals, the development of relationships between individuals; the
development of capacities of teams, groups, networks, and communities; the development of
interconnections among those collectives; and the development of culture and systems in which
individuals and collectives operate (Giber et al. 2009). As a consequence of these complex
expectations, programme commissioners, designers and facilitators struggle to determine when
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these multiple goals will be achieved as the outcomes of the LDPs that they had sponsored.
The second reason for not including time in a LDP evaluation is that the developmental
approaches, prescribed in the literature and those that are used in practice, are extremely varied
(See Reyes et al. 2019; Ardichvili et al. 2016) and they do not generally include considerations
of time. On the one hand, for example, Day and his associates propose a multi-level, identitybased approach to leadership development (Day and Harrison 2007), whereas Mumford et al.
(2007) recommend a WICS (Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity Synthesised) approach to LDPs.
Some others (Burgoyne and Turnbull-James 2001; Leskiw and Singh 2007) propose best
practice approaches that aim to integrate theory into leadership developmental practice. These
approaches and best practices, although useful in clarifying ‘how’ leaders can be developed,
do not specify ‘when’ outcomes of interest are expected to emerge.

On the other hand,

organisations tend to use ‘innovative and unusual’ methods (Edwards et al. 2015, 4) to
leadership development, with relatively less of an explicit reference to the developmental
theories or conceptual approaches that are proposed by scholars (Ardichvili et al. 2016). Their
methods vary from off-site, group-activity based formal sessions, which are organised
sometimes “in mountain locales or in close proximity to the sea and small boats” (Storey 2011,
27), to coaching, multi-source feedback, or some form of experiential learning, which
sometimes include novelty items, such as “walking on burning coals, contemplating cacti,
pruning bonsai trees and paint-balling” (Burgoyne et al. 2009, 3). Problematically, these
approaches and methods tend to be prolonged, comprising several modules and sessions that
are facilitated by visiting experts who may not fully know the learners’ contexts and challenges.
It is logical to assume that some aspects of a programme may not work equally well with certain
learners who may have different preferences, needs, attitudes, values and gendered power
relations (Stead 2014; Hirsh et al. 2011). In addition to these formal interventions, scholars
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have long argued that learning from experience is the best way to developing leadership
capabilities in many cases (Lacerenza et.al. 2017; Scott 2017; Hezlett 2016; McCauley et al.
2013; McCall 2004). Recently, Boak and Crabbe (2019) identify experiences such as facing
challenges, contributing to major decisions, taking on new responsibilities as part of a project
team or in a new job, representing one’s team/department/organisation, learning from other
people whom one meets through work, acting as a mentor/coach/supervisor to someone else,
among others, have been perceived to contribute to developing a group of mature managers
and professionals as leaders. Unfortunately, LDP evaluation methods and tools that usefully
guide organisations to understand which of these methods best works for whom, and in what
circumstances, are very limited (Burgoyne et al. 2004). As a result, time is virtually ignored
in outcomes research.
Third, the neglect of time in LDP evaluation is to do with the developmental contexts.
As leadership is “always contextual”, and “always cultural” (Turnbull 2005, 101), the
programme context becomes crucial in understanding the timing of programme outcomes.
Developmental experiences, along with the many formal LDPs, happen in hugely diverse
contexts i.e. in public, private and voluntary sectors, in organisations of different sizes, in
different industrial sectors, in various geographical locations, and in different and unique
national cultures (Modisane 2018). Learners too vary in their age, ethnicity, gender,
educational, occupational and professional background and management positions. All these
factors can potentially influence how a LDP is perceived, delivered, used, and applied, and
how outcomes are experienced. We simply do not have universally applicable theoretical tools
that help us understand when programme outcomes could be expected, if any, in specific
contexts, for a particular group of learners, and how external factors might restrict the
evaluators’ ability to assess change accurately over time. Theoretical ambiguity still remains
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as to when LDPs might produce outcomes of interest in a given context.
Finally, many of the conceptual LDP evaluation frameworks do not clearly incorporate the
dimension of time in their prescriptions.

Taxonomies proposed by Kirkpatrick (1996)

Kaufman and Keller (1994), Kearns and Miller (1997) and Birdi (2010), among others, have
usefully identified a range of outcomes, but they too have not addressed the question of when
do those prescribed outcomes occur and what would happen to those outcomes with the passage
of time. Prescribing ‘reactions’ as a Level One outcome, these evaluation frameworks have
inadvertently promoted the idea that evaluation begins only after the learning event (Bee and
Bee 2003). It is not surprising then that “most of the evaluation efforts are focused on
participants’ reactions to the developmental programme (i.e. smile sheets)” (Day 2011, 46),
measured normally at the end of, or soon after, a programme. Such a prescription has also
accidentally encouraged many time-poor evaluators to omit emerging programme outcomes
that may occur, for example, during a programme and between data collection points.
In discussing the influence of evaluation frameworks on the negligence of time in outcome
studies, the Return on Investment (ROI) frameworks (Cascio and Boudreau 2011; Avolio et al.
2010; Phillips and Phillips 2007; Wentz and Hodges 2005) and Theory of Change approaches
(Gutierrez and Tesse 2007) deserve special mention. The ROI proponents tend to measure
programme outcomes only at a single point in time, but not the benefits that accrue over a
period of time, as Eagan (2011) contended. In the past, Mitchell and James (2001) have argued
that, although a development programme can help developing a skill, performance
enhancement might only be seen after considerable practice, experience and further learning;
thus, a programme’s influence can only be fully understood over a period of time. However,
quantifying the influence of time on programme outcomes is generally absent in ROI
evaluation frameworks, in spite of an explicit acknowledgement of such an influence in their
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narratives (Phillips, Phillips and Ray 2015). Interestingly, proponents of ROI frameworks base
their calculations on many time-related assumptions in order to arrive at a monetary value of
programme outcomes. Avolio et al. (2010, 636), for example, based calculations for their
Return on Development Investment method on several questionable assumptions, such as
“leaders and followers will be influenced by the intervention for eight weeks.” Arguably, these
types of assumptions, although helpful in order to arrive at rounded ROI figures, do not fully
account for the possible long-term, spillover effects of LDPs. With an inherent retrospectively
oriented, snapshot-type design, ROI studies are not able to report whether certain outcomes are
maintained or if they have decayed after the programme (Tyler 2004). Similarly, those who
use a ‘theory of change’ evaluation approach, attempt to articulate a theory of how and why a
programme works, often with the help of a diagrammatic representation of boxes and arrows
that show assumed causal connections between activities and programme outcomes (Weiss
1997; Stein and Valters 2012). Although critics continue to argue about the nature of those
connections (Davies 2018), due credit must be given to theory-of-change evaluators for
specifying short-, medium-, and long-term outcomes of a programme they are evaluating.
However, even they too fail to indicate the timing, duration, speed and intensity of those
outcomes (for an example see, Watkins, Lyso and deMarrias 2011).
To sum up, with reasons such as those stated above, there is a lack of clarity on what
should be developed by LDPs, there is the variation in developmental methods that generally
lack a temporal orientation, there is the complex nature of developmental contexts that make
any temporal predictions difficult, and finally there is the failure of most evaluation
frameworks to specify the timing of outcomes that they themselves recommend as targets,
which all contribute to the practice of evaluators not considering time in their LDP evaluations.
Scholarly attempts to develop theoretical clarity and theory-informed tools are, therefore,
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needed, as there are benefits to understanding the timings and specifications of when outcomes
occur. In light of the potential benefits, we argue that there is a need for studies that specifically
incorporate time in their leadership development programme evaluation so that evaluators can
(1) more clearly connect the participants’ leadership-learning experience to outcomes of
interest, (2) be aware of when to conduct programme evaluations, and (3) understand the effect
of time on programme outcomes in order to make more accurate value decisions of LDPs. In
the final part of this section, we highlight some of the notable efforts taken to highlight the
temporality of programme outcomes.
Leadership development outcomes research with an appreciation of time
Grove et al. (2007), in an attempt to providing a more comprehensive approach to LDP
evaluation, proposed an EvaluLEAD framework in which they acknowledged the temporal
dimensions of outcomes. They argued that LDPs can potentially trigger well-defined and time
bound episodic changes that address the deficits in individuals, as well as the developmental
changes (i.e. effects that support growth), and transformative changes (fundamental changes
in values and perspectives) that mark their leader becoming in a wider context, across times.
Therefore, they recommend that evaluators should not over-commit to any one epistemological
stance, but they should use ‘evidential inquiry forms’ that capture the hard evidence that links
learner experience with programme outcomes, along with the use of ‘evocative inquiry forms’
that capture the human dimension of programme experience with its emotional richness
through stories and viewpoints. Although powerful, and more sensitive to the temporal
dimension of outcomes, Grove et al.’s (2007) framework is not frequently used in LDP
evaluations (except in Black and Earnest 2009).
It is only recently that some researchers have begun to incorporate temporality in
evaluation designs, in addition to the limited number of longitudinal studies on leader
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development. To cite an example, Day and Sin (2011) in their longitudinal investigation of
over 1300 university students of a leader development programme established that individuals
start from different initial points in their development as leaders. They showed that individuals
develop in dissimilar ways corresponding to different personal change trajectories, with some
even experiencing negative changes along the way, due to their internalisation of identity as
leaders, various goal orientation, and adult development processes they experience. This
temporally oriented exploratory study, despite the focus on young university students who may
not represent mid-level or senior managers in organisations, and the inherent problem of
attrition in its design, it helps us understand that individuals do not benefit from LDPs in
identical ways.
Within LDP evaluation context, in particular, a few scholars have successfully
addressed the issue of temporality. We recognise three of such papers. Firstly, Gentry and
Martineau (2010) who illustrated the power of hierarchical linear modelling (HLM) as a
multilevel methodological technique to examining change over time in school teams
participating in a LDP. They demonstrate how HLM can accommodate missing data (and thus
addressing the problem of attrition) and how it can help demonstrate the types and levels of
changes a LDP is intended to create in its participants, their organizations, and beyond. Their
methodological contribution is invaluable for measuring programme impact over time.
Secondly, Packard and Jones (2015), when evaluating a seven-year long LDP within an
educational sector, were able to recognise and report that their participants’ self-efficacy
improves over time. This temporal orientation helped them report the accrued value of
programme investment. Finally, Getha-Taylor et al. (2015) have examined the effects of time
on the outcomes of a local government sponsored LDP. By focusing on the development of
conceptual and interpersonal leadership skills, they found out that participants’ self-
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assessments change over time. More specifically, because of their temporality-integrated study
design, they were able to report that there was a clear decay in conceptual skill effectiveness,
although no degradation was found in self-reported interpersonal leadership skills for the timeperiod included in their study.
Collectively, what these studies add to our understanding is that, first, there is an
explicit recognition of the effect of time on programme outcomes; second, by incorporating
time in evaluation-design, it becomes possible for the evaluators to avoid some biases related
to the overestimation or undervaluing of programme outcomes, and it allows them to arrive at
a more realistic presentation of what the LDP in question actually achieved in a given context.
Despite the inherent limitations of these studies (such as reliance on individual self-reports
only), similar studies are needed. Only then will organisations know the waxing and waning
of programme outcomes, and that this knowledge, in turn, can help them strategically invest in
tailor-made LDPs, which are delivered at specific times when leadership learners are required
to learn, unlearn and re-learn. In the next section, by way of building on the above works, we
present a unique evaluation case study that includes a set of outcomes that reveal a more
nuanced set of temporal dimensions with greater clarity.
A CASE EXAMPLE
A goal-free evaluation study that examines programme impact with a temporal focus
Informed by the limitations of the LDP evaluation literature in integrating temporality in
evaluation designs and the benefits of doing so, as we discussed above, we designed an
interpretative qualitative design-based evaluation study with a specific temporal question. One
of the largest National Health Service healthcare organisations in the United Kingdom gave us
an opportunity to evaluate two similarly oriented LDPs called the ‘Living Leadership
Programme.’ This programme was a strategically important and investment-heavy
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intervention, that aimed at creating leaders at all levels (Trust, 2017). It was offered to all
middle managers, but they were given a prioritised admission after a selection process based
on a set of performance criteria. This six-day long, off-site LDP used information,
demonstration and practice-based methods, and focused on leader and leadership development,
with a particular emphasis on developing changing mindsets and developing networks. As
typical with most healthcare learning contexts, evaluation commissioners invited us only after
the programme was completed, to evaluate its impact for the participants. We decided to
include a temporal question in our evaluation design. In consultation with the sponsors, we
decided to ask two questions for participating middle managers: (1) What are the outcomes of
the Living Leadership Programme? (2) When do the reported outcomes emerge? Since we
were not able to engage in the design and delivery of these LDPs, we were able to utilise a
‘goal-free evaluation approach’, that enabled us to look for a wide-range of programme
outcomes, beyond the all-too familiar categories commonly targeted in post-programme
evaluations (i.e. reactions, learning, behaviour and results).
A goal-free evaluation approach refers to a process of collecting data on a range of actual
effects, outcomes, and impacts of a programme, as opposed to collecting data on intended
outcomes. Specifically, a goal-free evaluator collects data without any particular knowledge
of, or reference to, stated or predetermined goals and objectives, and then compares the
observed outcomes with the actual needs of the programme participants (Scriven 1999) with a
view to making a judgement of the merit or worth of that programme. Scriven (1991) believes
that the task of evaluation should be to determine exactly what effects a programme actually
produced, and not to be too concerned with whether or not those effects were intended. Thus,
without being cued up to what a programme is actually trying to do, a goal-free evaluator looks
for what the programme is actually doing.
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In line with the GFE technique, we avoided looking at the programme documentation,
and contacting the programme staff; thus, we remained unaware of the programme objectives,
intended outcomes, delivery modes and other contextual influences that participants might
have had during and after the programme. After obtaining ethics approval from the relevant
bodies, we asked an administrative team member, who did not have any programme-level
connections, to invite all completers of this programme, to volunteer for this evaluation. From
those who came forward, we purposively sampled 43 middle managers, using maximum
variation sampling strategy (See Table S1). In order to capture a wide range of perspectives
on outcome experiences of learners, we ensured that the sample exhibit variation in terms of
their age (range 27 – 65 years), gender (Female – 74% and Male – 26%), managerial experience
(range 3-35 years), and a team Size (range 6 - 52 members), from 37 different departments,
representing the six hospitals belonging to the organisation. Participants belonged to 22
different cohorts, who completed the programme from six weeks to 2 years ago, at the time of
the data collection. Semi-structured interviews were commonly used in phenomenographic
studies (Han and Ellis 2019; Stenfors‐Hayes, Hult and Dahlgren 2013) and in line with this
practice, the first author conducted all 43 face-to-face, semi-structured interviews. Learners
were asked (1) what is your conception of ‘the outcomes of the Living Leadership Programme’,
and (2) ‘when’ did they see the reported outcomes emerge in their lives – a question important
to this paper. Only these two central questions were used during the interviews, and probes
were used only to uncover underlying meanings or additional details of lived experiences
where necessary. On average, interviews were between 45–60 min in length. We transcribed
the conversations verbatim and co-authors verified accuracy of the transcripts, against audio
recordings.
We used phenomenographic data analytic techniques (Marton and Booth 1997) to
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reveal the variation in participants’ experience of LDP outcomes. To encourage greater
awareness of alternative perspectives, as a way of improving the quality of our analysis
(Trigwell 2000), we as a team engaged in the analysis. On reading and rereading of a
preliminary sample of five transcripts before bringing in the full set of transcripts (Prosser
1994), we searched for the underlying foci and intentions expressed in them, to reveal the
‘what’ and ‘how’ aspects of how they experienced outcomes. We separated smaller quotes
from the transcripts and combined them as one de-contextualised ‘pool of meanings’
(Marton 1986) with a view to interpret them within the context of all transcripts (so that we
can identify how the group as a collective experienced the programme outcomes, while not
losing ourselves in individual perspectives). After process of iterative analysis, that involved
initial coding, continual sorting, resorting and within-group comparisons of data, we developed
several ‘categories of descriptions’ based on the similarities found in learners’ ways of
experiencing outcomes. We looked for key structural relationships which related as well as
distinguished them to and from each other. During this process, we cross-checked our
judgements, and compared emerging categories until we felt that each category had a
distinctive character, and that we had captured all ways of experiencing programme outcomes,
found across all the transcripts. Then, we labelled the categories so that the critical aspects that
distinguish one way of experiencing from the other, are visible. To enhance trustworthiness of
the process, two of the co-authors applied the categories and analysed the data independently.
They were able to achieve a high degree of intersubjective agreement on the variations found
in the data. Disagreements were resolved in team discussions, to minimise researcher bias
(Marton et al. 1992; Tight 2016). Besides testing of identified categories by a three-member
team, rigorous debate, close examination of specific results, striving for coherent
interpretations, and maintaining an interpretative awareness by explicitly dealing with our
subjectivity throughout the research process (Sandberg 2005) were used to insure the reliability
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and validity of the findings. Overall, we arrived at a consistent set of categories of description,
representing six different ways of experiencing LDP outcomes.

FINDINGS
What are the outcomes of Living Leadership Programme?
In order to set the foundation for presenting the temporal dimensions of the outcomes, we
briefly present these outcomes below. We present each category, using data excerpts that
exemplify the defining features of the respective category. All identifiable information was
removed and only transcript numbers (Tx) are used below to protect anonymity. We found
that the programme participants experienced LDP outcomes in six different ways: namely,
outcomes as
(1) Symbols: In this category, LDP is seen as symbols of the organisation’s care, gratitude,
its commitment to developing people’s capability, and its way of recognising and
acknowledging managerial contribution to the organisation. Participants ascribed the felt
meanings to the programme outcomes. These meanings were mostly unrelated to the
programme contents. (The very fact I was invited has a meaning. I realised that the Trust
cares for me-T43.)
(2) Rejuvenation: These outcomes refer to participants’ experience of a restoration of their
inner energy that is often lost in a healthcare context. In this category, outcomes are seen
not as the acquisition of something new from the programme, but rather as a renewal of
knowledge, attitudes and other inner affective resources, such as beliefs and values that the
participants already had within them. (I ‘refreshed’ what I already knew; I was able to
consolidate my thoughts-T 23, 24.)
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(3) Discovery: Participants experienced programme outcomes as instances of ‘discovering’,
for instance, dimensions of self that had been inaccessible, of new networks that had not
existed previously, and of managerial techniques that had been unknown. Participants
reported that new friendships were formed, that respect for other people’s work was
developed, and that potential projects for future collaboration were discovered. (Here in this
organisation, a lot of people I know only by their names, and I never met them before! I met
a few of them now and we have built a social network group now. We are growing slowly
as a group-T7.)
(4) Change: The primary focus is on participants experiencing changes in various domains,
such as knowledge, attitudes, values, beliefs, language, work patterns and / or an outlook on
work and life. Importantly, this category does not include developing their skill-sets and
improving their performance. Rather, participants see leadership learning as an acquisition
of knowledge that results in changing mind-sets, in living the corporate values, in
strengthening their beliefs and in revisiting their management and leadership styles. (I had
more confidence in taking certain issues forward. Only after attending the programmes,
such as these, I now confidently reach out to others to proactively learn and change my
actions, for the benefit of my patients-T18.)
(5) Engagement: The focus in this way of experiencing a LDP outcome is managers
experiencing a progressive engagement with the sponsoring organisation. (I felt safe and
felt very motivated to give the very best to the Trust -T43; The programme helped me to lead
in the right context, in a way that is expected of me….That awareness is the outcome. I was
able to lead my team differently because of that awareness -T6.)
(6) Transformation: In this category, outcomes are experienced as the personal
transformation of individuals. Leadership learning is experienced as transformative, and
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participants report some type of self-realisation, shifts in action, slowing-down, and
broadening their perspective. They were aware of a broader context of their lives and their
awareness includes an unlearning of the old ways of seeing, doing and being and it is
radically changing their lives. (By nature, I would be dictatorial by nature. I would like to
rule the world. As you grow old you realise that is not the best way...These sort of
programmes help me get a perspective to understand why that way of managing creates
tensions...I hope my leadership style has now become more inclusive...and I am trying to
bring others up through this system. I am readjusting every day and finding newer
dimensions of others and myself -T43.)
Interestingly, not everyone in the sample reported all of the above six outcomes. The within
group variation was very evident in the data, with some not experiencing specific categories of
the outcomes that we identified. This experience of nil-impact or limited-impact, articulated
by some participants, led to our research question on temporality (the timing of these outcomes)
and provided us with the necessary explanation for these in-group differences.

When do the reported outcomes emerge?
Temporal dimensions of Symbolic outcomes
Participants’ descriptions suggest that the symbolic outcomes occurred ‘immediately’ and ‘at
once’ they learnt that they had been chosen to attend the event. A participant confirmed that
she experienced this outcome ‘instantaneously’ (T30:3) with her place in the programme being
confirmed, and even before attending the event. Some even said it was ‘automatic’. For some
participants, an invitation to the programme and/or acceptance in the programme at once
created the feeling of a caring, thankful, committed and acknowledging organisation.
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One of the outcomes from the leadership course was the fact that it made me think, Oh! They
think we are leaders...we are classed as leaders. The leadership course emphasised my
responsibility and role as a leader. Even if it did nothing else, it definitely does that. With me,
personally, it resonated with me that I am a leader; that happens at once just by the course
being there...! I am invited to participate… that itself brought that outcome.... (T39:4).

Temporal dimensions of Rejuvenation outcomes
The analysis revealed that the rejuvenation outcomes occurred ‘during’ the programme; this
was in contrast to the symbolic outcomes that emerged prior to the programme. As seen in the
quotes provided earlier, participants were able to refresh, refine, and renew their energies by
listening to others, by being involved in programme activities, or by interacting with others in
the programme. The programme appeared to have reminded some of their leaderresponsibilities, updated their knowledge, questioned their anxieties, helped them shift their
thoughts from unnecessary preoccupations, and thus raised their energy levels. These
‘updating’ and ‘refreshing’ outcomes occurred not continuously, but sporadically or
incidentally during the programme, as and when participants got ‘hooked’ or inspired by
specific moments during the programme.
When undertaking the programme, I happened to meet some of my peers in the wards,
during the period that was in-between the formal sessions. We continued the
conversations we had in the programme, and these unplanned meetings cemented my
connections; I felt motivated again (T28:4)
The fact that outcomes emerged during the programme period (i.e. 3 months, in this case)
implies that the programme duration may also be a potential time to search for programme
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outcomes, in contrast to the traditional evaluation practice of searching for outcomes mostly
on or after the final day of a programme.
There are so many things happening here… Look at the Trust website…there are at least a few
hundred corporate documents…so many strategies, policies, protocols, and procedures. The
programme helped me update the basics and told me what is important for the Trust (T36:4).

Temporal dimensions of Discovery outcomes
When compared with the above two categories, Discovery outcomes were described as
emerging ‘during, and after the programme’. The discovery process was perceived to be
gradual.
The only outcome I can think of is the networks I created during that programme (T16:4).
During the programme, we experienced a lot of collective group exercises. It is in those
collective, visible actions [that] development happens. I was challenged by some; my
assumptions and beliefs about people and the NHS were challenged. I felt uncomfortable; in
those vulnerable moments. I felt that I was developing something in me… a sort of endurance,
a sort of grit within me (T42:2).
I spotted an opportunity to collaborate with those who care about the same things that I care
about. After that programme, we continued to meet. We are developing as a small group of
people who has an increased sense of efficacy, ethics and commitment to the patients (T18:7).

Temporal dimensions of Change outcomes
The change outcomes were seen to emerge ‘gradually.’ It appears that they emerged after the
programme, with some delay, as illustrated in the following extract.
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Almost one year after the programme...I was at a meeting... and I was a bit agitated about a
person. I saw him as very negative and disruptive…….It suddenly dawned on me …This person
is wearing a different type of HAT to me. It helps me not to be too judgmental...in terms of
getting frustrated and agitated...and by not judging them: “Hey! You are a Blocker...!” I was
able to stop and think: “What is the issue here? Why am I seeing him as obstructive? I recalled
the whole MBTI stuff... I was struck by how quickly I was able to recollect what I learnt in that
programme [as it] came to my mind. It calmed me down (T4: 2, 4).

In this extract, this change in mind-set was seen to be triggered by the LDP she attended. [After
the data collection, and during the analysis, we learnt from the programme staff that this
participant was referring to a ‘Six Hats Thinking’ exercise (De Bono, 2008), used in the LDP].
For this participant, change was seen to have emerged after almost a year. Although the oneyear time lag may not be similar in other changes, it indicates that there is a time delay of some
duration. This extract also indicates that the change reported was in relation to an isolated
event, which happened in the past. The participant referred back to that incident at the time of
the data collection.

Temporal dimensions of Engagement outcomes
Participants describe engagement outcomes as emerging ‘during’ and ‘after’ the programme.
Several quotations were found in the data in relation to how the characteristics of the individual
learner, of learner-groups, of facilitator, of line manager, and of senior manager contribute to
either engagement or disengagement. These quotes indicate that engagement happens during
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and after the programme. Consider this example of how the participant progressively
experienced engagement:
After the programme, I met X, the Learning and Development Manager in our staff canteen. I
instantly recognised her because she visited me during the leadership programme. She
encouraged me to apply for the new Coaching programme. I am now a qualified coach, and
my name has been placed on the Trust’s Internal Register of Coaches. It is a feeling of being
resourceful. It is a great place to be (T24:8).

Temporal dimensions of Transformation outcomes
Finally, transformation outcomes were experienced in various ways: sometimes sudden and
abrupt, and other times in a more gradual process. For some, there is neither drama nor abrupt
discontinuity in experiencing these outcomes. They were just ready to be surprised by effective
learning and development.
The course started with an exploratory piece of work, the MBTI; the results of that
came to me as a shock... This spark...this business of being poked, being wakened up,
'This is YOU...THIS is how you appear to people!' that gave me that spark...more like
an electric shock....If I didn't know this, there may be other stuff I didn't know. This
programme acted as a trigger, a catalyst..., and I was ready to be trained...Ever since,
I am constantly aware of myself…continuously reinventing myself… (T30:4-5).
I am becoming a better leader day by day… (T11:7).
It is a constant struggle…every day brings its own challenges…no two days are the
same for me (T42:2).
Our data suggests that some participants in this category experience a sudden shift of
attitudes and start a new journey to newer spaces where they have not gone before. They report
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a sense of excitement and joy. Some of the others had a tendency to experience these outcomes
in a slow, smooth, and seamless process of awakening. They make subtle shifts in their daily
managerial and leadership practice, and sustain their on-going renewal with the help of their
inner motivation, empowering networks, personal coaching support and meditative practices.
These distinct temporal characteristics distinguish this category from others.
Taken together, and because of our focus on temporality, we were able to make three
conclusions about the nature of the programme outcomes: First, the participants experience
outcomes emerging at various points on a continuum of time. Symbolic outcomes emerge even
before the programme; whereas rejuvenation, discovery, change, engagement and
transformation outcomes emerge during and after the programme, and are following the
varying levels of sequence, frequency, duration, rhythm, and speed. Second, it was possible to
make causal claims that the programme did produce these outcomes, because participants
explicitly connected these outcomes to the specific LDP. Although there may be other
contributing factors in the transfer context, participants demonstrated a high-degree of certainty
in asserting the programme’s influence – a positive aspect of time-sensitive evaluation. Third,
not all participants experienced the six outcomes reported here. Some managers who reported
Transformation outcome (i.e. a more expansive level) were aware of a wide range of
experiencing outcomes such as symbolic, rejuvenation, discovery, change and engagement
outcomes, while those that report symbolic outcome (i.e. a less complex level) do not have
access to and awareness of the same range. Some reported nil outcomes or minimal outcomes
on several occasions. At first, this may appear unusual, but they seem to confirm what
Schriesheim (2003) observed. He cautioned LDP facilitators and evaluators not to assume that
once managers are instructed about leadership theories and models that they may then know
how to use them, and be flexible enough to be able to alter their behaviour in such a way as to
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do what the theory/model suggests. Schriesheim (2003, 186) argued that there may be
individuals “that aren’t as diagnostically capable and/or as behaviourally flexible as others.”
Similarly, Santos and Stuart (2003) demonstrated that some of their participants found it
difficult to translate the newly gained cognitive insights into behavioural changes, due to an
insufficient motivation, or the self-confidence needed to apply what they learned on their return
to work. Our study has drawn similar conclusions and confirms that there are Middle Managers
who do not or cannot change; and, for them, leadership training and development may not be
functional (or perhaps may even be dysfunctional). This may be, in part, due to the several
learning transfer factors, that include trainee characteristics (such as their readiness to learn,
within-person variation, personal circumstances (Hannah and Avolio 2010), programmerelated factors (such as ineffective facilitation, failure to integrate goal-setting tasks and relapse
prevention strategies etc (Hutchins and Burke 2007; Richman‐Hirsch 2001) found in our LDP,
and other organisational variables (cited in Ford, Baldwin and Prasad 2018; Huang, Ford and
Ryan 2017; Sørensen 2017; Beer, Finnström, and Schrader 2016; Edmondson and Woolley
2003).
What is more interesting to note, here, is that our specific focus on the temporal
dimension in this illustrative case provided us with an additional explanation for why certain
participants articulate experiencing very little or no outcomes at all. In the past, scholars
(Bluedorn and Standifer 2006; Bluedorn and Jaussi 2007; Bluedorn and Jaussi 2008; Ancona
and Chong 1996) provide us with a temporal construct called ‘entrainment’, which was useful
in partly explaining the reason for these types of outcomes. Entrainment refers to “the
adjustment of the pace of cycle of an activity to match or synchronise with that of another
activity” (Ancona and Chong 1996, 253). A team member consistently arriving a few minutes
before the appointment with her line manager is an example of entrainment. It has been argued
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that entrainment can occur within and between levels of individuals and collectives (Bluedorn
and Jaussi 2007). Our findings suggest that there were many occasions where managers
adjusted their post-programme high-energy levels to match their department’s slow and
stagnant routines, thus contributing to nil outcomes or minimal change. Entrainment is
expressed well in the following extract:
I was promised a ‘Gala’ dinner at the course. But when I came back to work, what was
served was only burger and chips. The department is simply not ready for me to apply
most of the things that were taught in the course. In some cases, my manager is not
ready, in other cases, team members are not ready….In fact, after that high-energy
programme, I literally have to slow down simply to wait for the right time…. that never
arrives (T3:6).
Taken together, and because of an explicit inclusion of a temporal question, this study revealed
that time does not have a uniform effect on the outcome-experience of participants, and that
the temporal and contextual barriers that inhibit the transfer of learning (Blakeley and Higgs
2014) need to be recognised in evaluations. In this light, we argue that evaluators who do not
consider temporality in LDP evaluations run the risk of either over- or under-estimating a
programme’s effect on participants, and, consequently, are making inaccurate judgements
about the programme’s value.
Discussion
Our intention in this paper is to argue for the use of time sensitive evaluation frameworks in
appraising LDPs. We have highlighted the benefits of incorporating time in the design of
evaluation studies and identified reasons for the neglect of time. To illustrate the potential
benefits of adopting a temporal perspective, we used our own evaluation study of a healthcare
leadership programme. This case example, besides strengthening our argument, is significant
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for at least two reasons. First, our study shines a light on a set of programme outcomes that
reveal their temporality more clearly. For example, our categories do not reveal the all-toofamiliar Kirkpatrickian taxonomy of Reactions-Learning-Behaviour-Results.

Instead, we

discovered that participants experienced LDP outcomes as symbols, rejuvenation, discovery,
change, engagement and personal transformation.

Despite some similarities, such as

‘developing networks’ in other studies, (e.g. Simmonds and Tsui 2010), the symbolic nature
of the LDP was one of the highlights of our discovery, as many evaluation frameworks, which
are prescribed by many HRD scholars, do not hint at such an outcome.

In an era of

disengagement, specifically in healthcare organisations, identifying the symbolic nature of
LDPs – that effectively begin to emerge even before the actual programme – becomes critical.
Second, adopting a temporal orientation enabled us to conclude that outcomes emerge at
various points in time, and that time does not have uniform effects on the participants’
experience of programme impact. By clearly articulating the variation in learners’ outcome
experience and the varied influence of time on their experience, we were able to make more
accurate and credible judgements about the merit and value of the programme, in our reports
to the sponsors. Even those who evaluate short LDPs that do not have the luxury of 22 cohorts,
as we had in our case, could still specify what outcomes are experienced by whom, and what
differential effects time could have played in learners’ experience of the outcomes observed.
Our study has some limitations. We analysed outcome experiences of learners from 22
cohorts, with elapsed time of six weeks to two years since the end of the programme. This onetime, cross-sectional evaluation falls short of revealing the differential effects of these different
lengths of time. The use of phenomenographic data analytical techniques helped us reveal the
the range of meanings within the sample group, as a collective, and not the range of meanings
for each individual within the group, for example, by differentiating individuals as old-time
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graduates and more-recent completers.

This means, despite revealing a full range of

experiential differences in the whole group, our phenomenographic “snapshot” is not able to
show the possible effects of time on each individual, as that is not the focus of a
phenomenographic analysis (Akerlind 2005). Moreover, the call to conduct this evaluation
came to us only after the programme; this after-event opportunity offered two advantages: to
maintain the goal-free stance, and to include the temporal question in the study. It is possible
that factors, not related to the chosen LDP could have influenced their outcome experience,
over time. We also note that the six outcomes identified in our case are on an individual or
group level effects and none of them are related to Kirkpatrick’s Results level. Data collected
longitudinally and at a different time could have revealed such impacts, if any. Recognising
the intrinsic complexities of integrating temporal dimension in evaluation, we acknowledge
that for many LDPs, judging the appropriate time period may be challenging. We concur with
Day (2011), who acknowledged potential limitations of what a single research study can
achieve in its lifetime, and yet similar studies are needed.
In a similar vein, there is a need to understand the speed with which these outcomes grow
stronger or become weaker (Huy 2001), and their trajectories over time (Day and Sin 2011).
Studies that explore when an outcome starts to emerge and ceases to exist, and whether or not
an outcome transforms during its life-time, when participants progress in their career, remains
relevant.

Those contributions (for example Ancona et al. 2001; Mumford 2006) that

comprehensively deal with many temporal aspects of leadership may be useful starting points
for such studies. Particularly, those time-related categorisation concepts, as proposed by
Bluedorn and Jaussi (2008), which are including entrainment, polychronicity, temporal depth
(leadership learners’ perception of distances into the past and future), and learners’ preference
for transferring the learning fast, may be a useful starting point for advancing conceptual
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developments within the LDP evaluation. By providing new theoretical insights, such attempts
would enable us to be clear about when and how often we should measure key variables and
outcomes, and how to measure the ‘correct’ lag across the various types of programme
outcomes, as implied in the classical work of Mitchell and James (2001).
The possible identification of new and emerging outcomes over a period of time also raises
questions about two other issues, namely (1) the measurement of those outcomes, and (2) the
timing of the evaluation itself. First, aggregating all these known and yet-to-be-known
outcomes into meaningful constructs, and devising measurement strategies, together with
appropriate time frames, will potentially be very challenging when it is not clear what we mean
by programme impact, and what it is exactly that we are measuring in LDP evaluation. There
becomes a need to seriously reconsider and define the summative evaluation’s unit(s) of
analysis. It is because it is highly likely that programme outcomes might appear across levels,
in-between levels, and in other unfamiliar places, and with the passage of time. This means,
whilst acknowledging the powerful utility of a multi-level analysis, we also speculate that we
may even need to have additional analytical approaches, where time (or duration of an
outcome-experience) is seen as a new level of analysis - a possibility implied in some scholarly
works (Pentland 1999; Zimbardo and Boyd 1999). Thus, by emphasising the temporal
dimension of programme impact and influence that have been currently ignored, we have also
highlighted new technical challenges of outcomes-measurement associated with programme
impact. Second, depending on the timing of the evaluation, what an evaluator hopes to see,
capture and report might also vary. This inherent time-related limitation of evaluation must
also be acknowledged by evaluation-researchers, when communicating programme results and
value (Russ-Eft 2007).
The above consideration of temporal dimensions of outcomes particularly challenge those
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who advocate ROI frameworks (e.g. Cascio and Boudreau 2011; Archer 2013), specifically on
two issues. The first issue concerns the retrospective nature of ROI studies. For example, in
their meta-analytical study, Avolio et al. (2010) proposed a strategy for examining the ROI of
leadership development programmes by focusing only on the direct impact of the intervention
on the leader and follower. They hasten to acknowledge the extent to which leadership
development interventions could have positive and cascading effects on indirect followers, and
on the unit /organisational climate and on the culture (and those benefits, noted as ‘unknown
unknowns’), and these were not quantified in their calculations. They make clear the extent to
which leadership is connected to employee commitment, and, in turn, customer engagement,
stating “that the return on investment may have underestimated the positive impact on customer
retention, repeat purchases and so forth” (779). Thus, by measuring outcomes at a particular
point in time, and not outcomes over time (Aragon-Sanchez et al. 2003), these scholars, despite
their acknowledgement, were not able to include the potentially on-going unanticipated
outcomes. The question here is how they might reliably quantify the value of these new
emerging outcomes. It is possible to speculate that there may be other subtle outcomes (the
unknown unknowns), which are yet to be identified and understood, and the effects of which
we have yet to quantify meaningfully. Therefore, it is possible to argue that either most of the
ROI advocates tend to underestimate/report the actual value of LDPs, or they provide only a
partial picture of the overall impact of a programme, in their ROI calculations. This is not to
argue that evaluators should not attempt to estimate the value of LDPs because such
calculations are complex and unreliable. Quite the contrary, we believe that only by engaging
in more innovative efforts to identify the effect of time on programme outcomes will we be
able to make better estimates of actual programme value.
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Secondly, organisations that intend to use ROI frameworks in the future should not
underestimate the benefits of LDPs by ignoring the cascading effects of a programme.
Similarly, they should not overestimate programme value by ignoring the possible outcomes
decay in their calculation. If they are to gain an accurate understanding of how and whether
investments in leadership development results in quantifiable benefits, they need to be mindful
of these potential biases. It would also be useful for evaluators and researchers to record when
outcomes are observed and measured. They should also acknowledge that there is a possibility
of the emergence of other outcomes over time, and the influence of time on those outcomes, as
argued by Shamir (2011).
Overall, in line with Shipp and Cole (2015), we alert that LDP evaluators should avoid
temporal blind spot evaluations based on simplistic designs, such as a one-shot survey.
Evaluators should not assume that a short evaluation effort will identify all of the possible
programme effects. We encourage evaluation-practitioners to select the appropriate time
periods in which to conduct evaluations, so that they are then able to capture a possible
temporal influence on programme outcomes. If evaluators carry out a snap-shot observation
of programme outcomes, it is highly likely that they will either miss many of the programme
outcomes, or will overestimate the value of certain outcomes, as some outcomes tend to wear
off with time – a limitation of our own study too. A guiding question could be: What time
frames make sense given the objectives, nature, intensity and the theoretical basis of the
programme being evaluated? In our case, for example, the data suggests a range of time periods
that include a point even ‘before’ the programme’s actual start date (for symbolic outcome),
certain points ‘during’ the programme and ‘in-between’ modules (for rejuvenation and
discovery), a set of multiple points ‘after’ the programme (for change and engagement
programmes, and some ‘specific, peak, disruptive moments, experienced suddenly, at random
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points’ of the LDP, when some learners experienced rapid, personal, positive transformation
outcomes. The key point here is that the timing and duration of evaluation must be contextually
relevant to the particular programme being evaluated. In essence, time periods selected by
evaluators determine what they learn about the programme. Avolio et al. (2010) cautions that
evaluators who engage in evaluating LDPs that are based on theories such as transformational
and collective leadership specify the deep and lasting relationship changes in and among
leaders and followers. The evaluators of such programmes should carefully consider the length
of their evaluation studies, and they need to be mindful that the evaluation studies should be
proportionate to the nature of what is being developed. For example, if the programmes are
based on collective leadership theories, which aim to develop mutually influencing behaviours
among managerial teams, then evaluators should plan their evaluations accordingly, as such
behaviours will take time to develop. However, this is not another call for more longitudinal
studies, although such studies are important, and scholars have long argued for more such
studies elsewhere (Hunter et al. 2007; Avolio et al. 2009; Ford and Sinha 2008). Rather, what
is suggested here is the need for evaluators to look for the possible effects of time on
programme outcomes, with a view to understanding how a programme influences participants
over time, focusing on the duration and stability of programme outcomes. Such a focus will
allow practitioners to identify programmes that produce outcomes over time and the resulting
evidence will, in turn, enable them to better demonstrate the value of LDPs to key stakeholders.

Implications for LDP evaluation theory, practice and policy
To advance LDP evaluation theory, it is important that LDP evaluation scholars innovate timesensitive evaluation frameworks in the future.

By intentionally incorporating time in

conceptual evaluation frameworks, such innovations could potentially affect the way an
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evaluator conceptualises and measures outcomes. As a result, the time at which something
occurs, as well as the time at which an evaluator engages in evaluation, and the duration of an
evaluation, and the possible effect of time on outcomes could all then become integral parts of
the measurement in LDP evaluation. This temporal focus will enable us purposively to look
for outcomes (such as mental states, identity shifts or collaborative networks) that may be seen
as part of a sequence or a cycle, and that flow through multiple levels, and time periods, and
may be multiple occasions and repeated rounds.
We need evaluation studies that are specifically designed to examine how time affects
maintenance or the deterioration of programme outcomes. It is possible that certain outcomes
(e.g. skill development, changed mind-set, or a newly acquired identity) reciprocally influence
other outcomes (e.g. improved networks, inter-team collaboration), suggesting a possible
dynamic and non-linear cyclical relationships among the outcomes that influence other
outcomes with the passage of time. It is possible that time affects an outcome in a number of
ways. For example, a manager who gained confidence may actively engage in discovering
new networks, and show more engaged leadership patterns in his or her team. After some time,
when the strength of this initial kick has worn off, it is possible that the manager could become
disengaged, focusing only on certain contractual obligations to get things done in his/her
department, without actually engaging in inspiring others. In a healthcare organisation, for
example, it is possible that this outcome-decay may have consequences over time for other
wards and departments whose workflow depends on resources and tasks situated in the recently
disengaged leader’s ward, as shown in a study by Joseph-Richard and Hazlett (2014). It is
equally possible that there may be variations in the way that these changes affect, over time,
those team members who work in remote teams. Prior research (Dvir et al. 2002) has
established that the physical distance between leaders and team members affect the strength of
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the relationship existing between them. This means that the individual changes experienced
by a leadership-learner could have various cascading effects on team members that are more
distant from them than on those who work closely with him/her in the same team or group.
The focus on temporal effects of programme outcomes have implications for evaluation
commissioners and policy makers too. If they advise evaluators not to neglect time in
evaluations by instructing them to mention, explicitly, the time-limitations of their studies,
together with details of the timing of their study and its duration, it is possible to learn about
what a particular study has actually achieved in a given situation.

Such explicit

acknowledgements are to be encouraged with a view to inform key stakeholders about the
possible limitations of a study’s findings in the context of the timing of their study or its
duration, as encouraged by Shamir (2011, 312). Evaluation Commissioners should also ask
evaluators questions about what happens to programme-influence on learners, as time passes
by, and demand explanations for time lags in evaluation reports. This might mean that the
evaluators would need to provide a detailed description of the context within which outcomes
emerge, and to show the stability, strength, and duration of the identified outcomes. In cases
where this is not possible, as Shamir (2011) suggests, policy makers could demand that LDP
evaluators provide reliable explanations for their neglect of time issues. This is critical for
commissioners and evaluation policy makers because a programme that does not create the
type of outcomes over time would have to be questioned in terms of its value. Only the timesensitive reporting of programme outcomes could help researchers to understand better the
actual change that occurs in a given context, and that, subsequently, lead to more accurate
interpretation of the findings that are of use to key stakeholders. Understanding whether LDP
outcomes are decayed, enhanced or maintained can help HRD managers and leadership
development evaluators in public, private and voluntary organisations to strategically invest in
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these developmental activities to better prepare their workforce to help them thrive in turbulent
times.

Conclusion
To sum up our argument, our review illuminates that leadership, when viewed from a process
perspective (Fairhurst 2017; DeRue and Myers 2014), is a dynamic and longitudinal process
which inherently involves time, and the relationships between leaders and followers also occur
over time. It takes time to be seen by others as a leader and to influence others, as well as to
develop leadership competencies and mind-sets through LDPs and other methods. It takes time
to learn and to apply that learning at work. Therefore, any attempt to understand the outcomes
of such a process must incorporate temporal variables in evaluations; time lags and effects of
time on programme outcomes, if any, must specifically be addressed in LDP evaluation. In this
paper, we highlight that time has been relatively overlooked in most evaluation studies, and
questions, such as ‘when outcomes emerge’ and ‘what happens to the reported outcomes with
a passage of time’, have not been fully examined in LDP evaluation literature. Considering
the many theoretical, practical and policy-related implications, we argue that there is merit in
incorporating temporal dimensions in LDP evaluation, and in adopting a multi-temporal view
of outcomes, so that a programme’s actual value can be identified and more targeted
investments can be made to develop leaders and leadership in contemporary organisations. We
have taken a first step in articulating this case with a view to provide a stimulus for
incorporating time in LDP evaluation studies. We believe that an explicit consideration of the
temporal dimension of outcomes in future LDP evaluation studies would improve the quality
of LDP outcomes research and advance LDP evaluation theory, policy and practice.
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